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xABSTRACT
Name : Supriadi
Reg Number : 40300108086
Title : Leadership Analysis in The Jules Verne’s Novel “Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under The Sea”
Supervisor : 1. Syahruni Junaid
2. Nasrum Marjuni
This research describes about “Leadership Style of Main Character
in Jules Verne’s Novel “Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea”. The
objective of the research is intended to study how the leadership behavior
which is applied by the main character in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
The Sea Novel. This research uses descriptive qualitative method to describe
the leadership behavior of main character as a leader in Nautilus submarine
vessel in Jules Verne’s novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea and
then uses descriptive analysis method to analyze the leadership style by the
main character in novel by using Robert House leadership theory. The finding
of this research showed that there are four leadership behavior which applied
by the main character, they are : Directive, Supportive, Participative and
Achievement Oriented and the directive is the dominant behavior applied for
keeping stability and security of Nautilus Vessel.
.
Keywords : Leadership Style, Leadership Behavior, Robert House Leadership
Theory
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Literary world, especially fiction is the possibility also said to be the
world in words (Nurgiyantoro, 2009:272). Nevertheless, the possibilities
contained in the literary imagination is not just empty and nonsensical of the
author. The relationship between literature and the author as " manufacturers "
literature is a very meaningful relationship. In this case Wellek and Waren
(1993:3) state that literature is a form of creative and productive activities in
producing a work that has a sense of value aesthetic and reflects social reality.
The authors when implementing their creativity into the works are
not apart from the reality aspects which influence their imaginations in
writing. In old society, the authors are claimed have personal abilities in
accumulating the social effects, through inter-subjectivity abilities they can
explore social values and apply its into the works then enjoy by the readers
(Ratna, 2007:333)
Novel as one of the literary works is also under the influence of social
reality of the authors, such as social interaction, social class and social
behavior. Thus make us be able to analyze the novel from many aspects. In
social life, human being given the privilege of interaction capabilities,
allowing human to live in a group or community, build partnership, set goals
together and many others. That requires ability to lead for moving the spirit of
2all subordinates. In this case, Leadership could be a main focus in analyzing a
literary work.
Some novels contain leadership aspect, describing a figure who
manage a community. In social side we will see the mecanism of relation
between leaders and followers, in psychology side we could analyze the
internal behaviour of every individu in one community. By using sociological
approoach we could analyze the leadership aspect in a literary work.
One of the most important tasks of a leader is to determine what best
for the organization and its members. However, in making decisions,
sometimes leaders were facing a dilemma and seemed to be at a crossroad.
Especially if there are choices that make the leader have to sacrifice the
interests of another person or a risk that would be detrimental for the team.
However, sometimes difficult decisions have to be taken in order to realize the
goals. It means sometimes the leader need to take the best choice for every
condition, so that way, situation become very important in making decisions.
The researcher use Path Goal theori of leadership in this research. This is one
of situational theory of leadership, the leader have to recognize condition in
making decisions because most of styles in situational leadership theory
believe that every condition need different behavior of the leader. In Behavior
Theory of Leadership is also emphasizing at the leader behavior but less in
situational consideration.
Based on the background above the researcher is interested in
analyzing the leadership behavior in literary work which formulated in a title
3“Leadership Analysis In The Jules Verne’s Novel, Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under The Sea”
B. Problem Statements
Formulation of the problem to be addressed in this thesis is :
What kinds of leadership Behavior does the main character have in
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea Novel by Jules Verne?
C. Objective of Research
In connection with the problem statement mentioned above, the
purpose of this study is to describe the leadership Behavior in Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea Novel by Jules Verne.
D. Significance of Research
This research has benefits in theory and practice.In theory, this
research is expected to provide an overview understanding of how the
leadership of the main character in the novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea, introduces leadership theory, leadership styles and leadership
behavior in Jules Verne’s novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea.
Then the practice of this research is expected to be a reference for further
research related to leadership analysis. specially  in analyzing the style of
leadership.
E. The Scope of Research
To prevent any vagueness problem and to direct this research to be
more efficient with the objective to be achieved, it is necessary to limit the
4problem. In this research, the researcher will focus on the analysis in exploring
the Leadership Style in the novel Twenty Thousands League Under the Sea by
Jules Verne.
5CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A. Previous Findings
Review of literature serves a presentation about the research and
analysis that has been done previously, the analysis of leadership have used
the same theory. But the objects used in this research are different from the
previous research.
Kurniawati (2012) in her thesis. “The Analisis of Transformational
Leadership, Transactional and Lasses-Faire with Turnover Intention in PT.
XYZ”. This research used descriptive and corelation method. The object of this
research is sales department in four branches of Multifinance Company. She
found that there was significant negative relation between transformational
and transactional leadership style with turnover intention and positive relation
between laissez-fairre with turnover intentions.
Hamidifar (2009) in his research “A Study of the Relationship
between Leadership Styles and Employee Job Satisfaction at Islamic Azad
University Branches in Tehran, Iran”. This research aims to explore the
relationship between leadership style and non-teaching employee job
satisfaction at Islamic Azad University branches in tehran province. The
researcher focus on how the nine leadership style influence employee job
satisfaction. He found tha the dominant leadership style were transformational
dan transactional and employees were moderately satisfied with their job. The
6different leadership factors will have different imfacts on employee job
satisfaction conponent. this research applied descriptive method.
Ancok (2008) in his research “The Relationship Between
Transactional And Transformational Leadership With Followers Motivation
In Military” he uses qualitative method to examine some hypotesis about
relationship between leadership style with followers motivation. Ancok found
the consistence in supporting Bass assumption that transactional and
transformational are different but not in mutually exclusive process, so that
way, it is a possible thing for the leader apply both of the leadership
characters. In military Ancok found Reward and Punishment as representative
transactional leadership style, besides that he also found that military
followers always need transformational leadership style from their leader.
Based on the previous findings above, the writer conclude that
leadership style has a high role in influencing the employee of job mecanism.
Similiarity with those previous researches above with this research is
leadereship analyzing style. While the differences among them with this
research can be seen from the object of the research. Kurniawati, in her thesis
analyzing the Transformational, Transactional and Lasses-Faire with Turnover
Intention in sales department of muntifinance company. Hamidifar, in his
thesis analyzing the nine leadership style in influence employee job
satisfaction. Ancok, in his research analyzing the relationship between
transformational and transactional leadership style in military, and in this
7research itself focusing on analyzing the leadership style in Jules Verne’s
novel twenty thousand leagues under the sea.
B. Theoritical Fremeworks
1. The Leadership Concept
Leaders and leadership have been studied since the advent of
civilization. This science is a universal phenomenon. The success and
failure of a group or organizations often charged to a leader, than to the
situation and the strength of the organization that are beyond the control of
the leader. Bass (Hamidifar, 2009:45) argued that leadership has long been
of interest to historians and philosophers, scientific studies only began in
the early 1900s. Still, the body of knowledge has since been fast growing
as attested by the more than 350 definitions of the term which scholars
have come up with. Giving one specific definition of leadership is a thus
very complex task.
One of the earliest studies of leadership, Galton’s hereditary
genius emphasized a basic concept that informed popular ideas about
leadership (Zaccaro, 2007). The idea about leadership is a characteristic
ability of extraordinary individuals. This conception of leadership known
as the great man theory, evolved into the study of leadership traits. The
question of the correct definition of leadership is a nontrivial matter
(McCleskey, 2014:117).
Rost (1991) is among those who think that there has been little
progress in leadership studies. He believed that there will be no progress in
8leadership studies until scholars agree on a common definition of
leadership. He collected 221 definitions of leadership, ranging from the
1920s to the 1990s. All of these definitions generally say the same thing
leadership is about a person or persons somehow moving other people to
do something.Where the definitions differ is in how leaders motivate their
followers, their relationship to followers, who has a say in the goals of the
group or organization, and what abilities the leader needs to have to get
things done (Ciulla, 2003:306).
A good working definition of "leadership" is provided by Hersey
and Blanchard (1977) "Leadership is the process of influencing the
activities of an individual or a group in efforts toward goal achievement in
a given situation." Leadership, therefore, requires the presence of two or
more persons, some objective to be attained, and some operational
situation under which the various factors at work come together. It does
not imply quality in any absolute sense; rather it implies an appropriate
matching of the personal characteristics of the leader with the nature of the
situation as perceived by both the leader and those being led (Hall and
Alfred, 1985:36).
Based on description above, we can make conclussion that leadership is
the way to influence the people in a group or community for achieving a
goal.
92. Leadership Theory
Understanding of leadership theories is great significance to
assess the extent to which the leadership in an organization has been able
to be implemented effectively and to support the organization's overall
productivity. In this paper will discuss the theories and styles of
leadership.
The leader must understand the theory of leadership that will have a
reference in running a group or an organization. Some theories of
leadership, among others :
a. Trait Theory
Trait theory was first developed in ancient Greece and the
Roman people believe that leaders are born, not created by the later
theory is known as "The GreatMan Theory".
Bernard (in Horner, 1997:270). In the year 1926 expressing
that leadership can be explained by internal quality of somebody’s
congenital. Indicator from that theory is ability in leading naturally,
ambition to lead, sincerity and integrity, self confidence, intellegence
and also wide knowledge about the job.
b. Behavior Theory
Behavior theory is leadership theory with the emphasizing at
deed or behavioral posed at by leader and non assessed from nature of
innate. someone can assumed as a leader or understand the leadership
10
concept depended from behavior posed at in improving effectivity in
reaching organizational target.
Robbins (in Gumbe, 2010 : 04) Continuation research of
concerning this theory is conducted by University of Ohio and
Michigan yielding two leadership dimension pursuant to behavior.
1. Consideration, that is the tendency of a leader who describes the
intimate relationship with a subordinate. Examples in this case
are : defending subordinates, give feedback to subordinates and
to consult with subordinates.
2. Initiation Structure. It is called tendency of a leader who
imposes limits to subordinates. Examples can be seen,
subordinates are instructed in the performance of duties, when
the work is done, and the results will be achieved.
So, based on this theory, a good leader is how a leader who has a
high attention to subordinates and to high yield as well.
c. Situation Leadership Theory
Situational Leadership or Contingency theory is leadership
theory which stimulate and encourage the leader know their own
behavior. This theory assumed that leadership effectivity is a function
from many aspect of leadership siuations. There are some kind of
situational leadership theory :
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1. Fiedler Siuational Model (Leader – Follower co-worker) defined
that leader-follower relation is special situation for determining
leadership effectiveness.
2. Hersey and Blachad Situational Model (Readiness and Abilities of
Subordinate) claim that the readiness and abilities of the
subordinate become the important situation for determining leader
policy.
3. Robert House Path Goal Model (Assisting subordinate) the
responsibility of a leader is assisting the follower in reaching the
goal.
4. Leader-Follower Exchange Model (Group forming) the leader
cooperate with every group for reaching the target.
d. Neocharismatic theory
Neocharismatic theory is representing leadership theory which
emphasizing symbolism, emotional fascination, and remarkable
komitmen follower.
1. Transformational Leadership
This leadership theory allow intelectual simulation and
consideration for subordinates. giving motivation and inspiration for
getting fantastic achievement.
2. Transactional Leadership
Transactional leadership is leadership which emphasize transaction
between leader and follower. Leader motivate and influence the
12
subordinates by giving reward for every duty, in other word the
follower obtain reward if they can accomplish a duty based on
aggreement.
3. Visionary Leadership
The concept of this leadership is the leader has ability to create and
communicate the realistic vision, believable, credible and interested
in organization future which always grow and become better than
before.
C. Robert House Path Goal Leadership Style
Leadership style is very important of an organization because without
good leadership will be difficult to achieve organization goals. Leadership
style is how a leader perform leadership functions. Leadership style is a
variety of behavior patterns favored by leaders in the process of directing and
influencing workers.
Path-goal theory, originally developed by Evans (1970) and later
modified by House(1971), was designed to identify a leader’s most practiced
style as a motivation to getsubordinates to accomplish goals (Polston, 2013 :
15). House’s leadership style is a leadership which is included in category of
Contingency Leadership (situational) which focus on the leader behavior in
some situations.
Besides the Robert House leadership theory, there are some
leadership theory which are also included in situational leadership namely
:Fiedler Leadership Theory which focusing on the duty or relation (co-
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worker) between leader and follower. Fiedler defined that leader-follower
relation factor, structure of duty and position power as especial situation factor
for determining leadership effectiveness. Hersey And Blanchard Leadership
Theory which concentrate to follower. the readiness and ability of follower
becoming important situation in determining leader policy. Leader-Follower
Exchange Leadership Theory which oriented at group forming in an
organization later then set up cooperation with them to reach a target.
Characteristic of every group becomes the determinant of leader decision.
While Robert House Path GoalTheory of Leadership focused on
behavior of a leader which can be accepted by subordinate. Assisting the
subordinate in reaching target in organization is leader responsibility.
Based on some descriptions about leadership styles above, the writer
prefers Robert House’s leadership theory because it is more applicable to this
research, that is the analysis of the leader behavior.
Path Goal theory is representing that behavior of a good leader
acceptable by subordinate as far as they view as a source from satisfaction or
future satisfaction. The essence of this theory assumed that the duty of the
leader is to assist his follower in reaching their target and giving the guidance
and support to ascertain their target accordance with entirety target from group
or organization.
House identify 4 kinds of leadership behavior in more specific terms:
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a. Directive
Directive behavior is behavior directed toward providing psychological
structure for subordinates: letting subordinates know what they are
expected to do, scheduling and coordinating work, giving specific
guidance and clarifying policies, rules and procedures. Directive behavior
is one form of path-goal clarifying behavior (House, 1996 : 326).
b. Supportive
Supportive leader behavior is behavior directed toward the satisfaction of
subordinates needs and preference, such as displaying concern for
subordinates welfare and creating a friendly and psychologically
supportive work invironment. Supportive leader behavior was asserted to
be a source of self confidence and social satisfaction and a source of stress
reduction and alleviation of frustration for subordinates. Supportive leader
behavior was asserted to increase performance of subordinates to the
extent that is increases the net positive valences associated with goal-
directed effort. Thus supportive behavior was expected to increase
performance when such behavior wan contingent on goal-directied effort
(House, 1996 : 327).
c. Participative
Participative leader behavior is behavior directed toward encouragement of
subordinate influence on decision making and work unit operations:
consulting with subordinates and taking their opinions and suggenstions
ino account when making decisions (House, 1996 : 327)
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d. Achievement Oriented
Achievement oriented behavior is behavior directed toward encouraging
performace excellence: setting callenging goals, seeking improvement,
emphasizing excellence in performace, and showing confidence that
subordinates will attain high standards of performance. Achievement
oriented leader behavior was asserted to cause subordinates to strive for
higher standards  of performance and to have more confidence in their
ability to meet challenging goals (House, 1996 : 327).
D. Biography of Jules Verne
Jules Gabriel Verne was born in Nantes, Pays de la Loire, France on
February 8, 1828. He was the first child of Sophie Henriette Allottede la Fuye
and Pierre Verne, Jules had begum writing short stories and poetry while
studying at boarding school after which he went to Paris to study law.In 1857,
Verne married a widow named Honorine de Viane Morel who already had two
daughters, Suzanne and Valentine.
Five Weeks in a Balloon was published in 1863 receiving immense
acclaim. It was the first of the extraordinary series.At the age 40 years old,
Jules Verne write two masterpieces, namely : Twenty Thousand Leagues
under the Sea ( 1870) and Around The World in Eighty Days ( 1873)
Jules Verne was selected councilor of Aimens in 1888. He spent
fifteen years serving the position while continuing to travel and write. A true
inventor and visionary, Jules Verne set ideas and wrote about many important
inventions, conveniences and explorations we experience today.
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Verne's personality was complex. Though capable of bouts of
extreme liveliness and given to joking and playing practical jokes, he was
basically a shy man, happiest when alone in his study or when sailing the
English Channel in a converted fishing boat.
In 1886 Verne was the victim of a shooting accident, which left him
disabled. The man that shot him proved to be a nephew who was suffering
from mental instability. This incident served to reinforce Verne's natural
tendency toward depression. Although he served on the city council of
Amiens two years later, he spent his old age in retirement. In 1902 he became
partially blind and he died on March 24, 1905 in Amiens.
E. Synopsis of Twenty Thausand Leagues Under The Sea
The story opens in the year 1866. Everyone in Europe and America is
talking about a mysterious creature that has been sinking ships. Finally, the
United States government decides to intervene and commissions the Abraham
Lincoln to capture and identify the creature. On board the ship are Pierre
Aronnax, a renowned scientist along with his manservant, Conseil, and Ned
Land the king of harpooners.
The Abraham Lincoln is attacked by the creature. Aronnax, Conseil
and Land go overboard. The three men find themselves on top of the
mysterious creature, which is actually a submarine vessel. They are taken on
board and placed in a cell. During their time on the Nautilus, the men
experience many exciting adventures. They hunt in underwater forests, visit an
17
island with angry natives, visit the lost city of Atlantis, and fish for giant
pearls.
On a voyage to the South Pole, the Nautilus becomes stuck in the ice.
The ship almost runs out of its oxygen supply. In another time, the vessel sails
through an area heavily populated by giant squid, Nautilus have faced some
serious problems.
The rising action of the story begins with Nemo’s attack on a
warship. Aronnax does not know to which nation the warship belongs, but he
is horrified when Captain Nemo sinks it. The men decide they must escape at
all costs.
One night, while off the coast of Norway, Aronnax, Conseil and Land
plan a rash escape. To their dismay they realize they are heading toward a
giant whirlpoolone that no ship has ever survived. Amazingly, in only a small
dinghy they emerge safely. They awake in the hut of a fisherman. At the
conclusion of the story, Aronnax is awaiting his return to France and rewriting
his memoirs of his journey under the sea.
18
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
A. Research Method
This research used descriptive qualitative research method.
Qualitative research is research procedure which produces descriptive data in
the form of words written or spoken of the people and the observed behavior
(Moleong, 1989: 31).
According to Aminuddin (in Ya’qub : 2011), the descriptive
qualitative method is to analyze the form of description, not a number or
coefficient of relationship between variables. Data collected in the form of
vocabularies, sentences, and pictures that have meaning.
In this research, the writer used descriptive analysis method to
complete the data. The writer searched the data by reading the novel and
analyzed the Leadership (leadership behavior) and then describid the
leadership style that applied by the main character in the novel Twenty
Thousand Leagues Unde the Sea by Jules Verne.
B. Research Object
The research object is the same element with the research objectives
that form the data and the context of the data (Sudaryanto, 1993: 30). There
are two object that used by researches. Those are formal method and material.
Formal method are the analysis with consider of aspects formal, form by
elements of literary work. (Ratna, 49:2004). This research used material object
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namely Twenty thousand leagues under the sea Novel by Jules Verne, that is
devided in two parts consist of 228 pages which publish in San Diego 2012,
and use Robert House Leadership Theory as formal object.
C. Instrument of the Research
In this research, the writer used note taking method as instrument of
the research for collecting the data. Note taking method is the practice of
recording information captured from the source. By taking notes, the writer
records the essence of the information. The writer highlighted the utterance
which contain Leadership Behavior in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The
Sea novel and then make a note to clasify the leadership data.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
a. The researcher comprehensively read the novel.
b. The researcher identified the main character’s Leadership Behavior in the
novel twenty thousand leagues under the seaby JulesVerne
c. The researcher highlighted (underline) the leadership data
d. The researcher made a note to clasify the data
E. Technique of Analyzing Data
By using Roberst J. House leadership theory, The researcher analyzed
the leadership behavior which applied by the main character in Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under The Sea Novel By Jules Verne, such as Directive,
Supportive, Participative and Achievement Oriented.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter, consist of two parts, they are findings and discussions. In
finding, the researcher focused on leadership behavior of main character in
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea novel by Jules Verne. After that, the
researcher discussed the leadership data based on Robert House Leadership
theory.
A. FINDINGS
As mentioned in problem statement, the researcher analyzed the
leadership style of main character in Jules Verne’s novel Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea and then write it as data finding.
The source of this research consists of two parts in the novel. to make
the data easier to understand, the researcher classified the data by encoding P
as Part, PG as Page, CH as Chapter and D as Data and the highlighted text as
prime data analyzed.
Leadership Behavior of Main Character in Jules Verne’s Novel Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
The researcher put all of the leadership behavior data of main character as
listed below:
a. Directive
1. “Here, Professor, I ought to give you some explanations. Will you
be kind enough to listen  to me?”
He was silent for a few moment, then he said:
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“there is a powerful agent, obedient, rapid, easy, which conforms to
every use, and reigns supreme on board my vessel. Everything is done
by means of it. It lights, warm it, and is the soul of my mechanical
apparatus. Thus agent is electricity.”(PI/PG60/CHXI/D11)
2. After rather a long silence, the commander resumed the conversation.
“I have hesitated,” said he, “but I have thought that my interest might
be reconciled with that pity to which every human being has a right.
You will remain on board my vessel, since fate has cast you there. You
will be free; and, in exchange for this liberty, I shall only impose one
single condition. Your word of honor to submit to it will suffice.”
“Speak, sir,” I answered. “I suppose this condition is one which a man
of honor may accept?”
“yes, sir; it is this: it is possible that certain events, unforeseen, may
oblige me to consign you to your cabins for some hours or some days,
as the case may be. As I desire never to use violence, I expect from
you, more than all the others, a passive obdience. In thus acting, I take
all the responsibility: I acquit you entirely, for I make it an
impossibility for you to see what ought not to be seen. Do you accept
this condition?”(PI/PG50/CHX/D3)
3. “The taller of the two, evidently the chief on board, examined us with
great attention, without saying a word; then, turning to his
companion, talked with him in an unknown tongue. It was a
sonorous, harmonious and flexible dialect, the vowels seeming to
admit of very varied accentuation.
Then the other replied by a shake of the head, and added two or three
perfectly incomprehensible words.”(PI/PG41/CHVIII/D1)
4. Captain Nemo called. A steward appeared. The captain gave him his
orders in that strange language which I did not understand. Then,
turning toward the Canadian and Conseil. (PI/PG52/CHX/D5)
5. “This sailors were evidently of different Nation, although the European
type was visible in all of them. I recognized some unmistakable
Irismen, Frenchmen, some slaves, and  a Greek or a Candiote. They
were civil, and only used that odd language among themselves, the
origin of which I could not guess, neither could I question them. ”
(PI/PG91/CHXVII/D17).
6. “I thanked Captain Nemo, and went up to the shelves of the library.
Works on science, morals, and literature abounded in every language;
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but I did not see one single work on political economy; that subject
appeared to be strictly proscribed.” (PI/PG55/CHX/D10).
7. “Upon its surface man still exercise unjust laws, fight, tear one
another to pieces, and be carried away with terrestrial horrors.
But at thirty feet below its level, their reign ceases, their influence is
quenched, and their power dissappears” (PI/PG54/CHX/D8).
8. “I was admiring this joyous  rising of the sun, so gay, and so life-
giving, when I heard steps approaching the flatform.  I was prepared to
salute Capten Nemo, but it was his second  (whom I had already
seen on the captain’s first visit) who appeared. He advance  on the
platform, not seeming  to see me. With his powerful glass to his
eye, he scanned every point of the horizon with  great attention.
This examination over, he approached the panel and pronounced a
sentence in exactly these terms. I have  remembered it, for every
morning it was repeated under exactly the  same condition. It was thus
worded:
“nautron respoc lorni virch.” (PI/PG76/CHXIV/D13)
9. “Five days sped thus, without any change in our situation. Every
morning I mounted the platform. The same phrase was pronounced
by the same individual. But capten Nemo did not appear”
(PI/PG76/CHXIV/D14)
10. “The next morning,  November18, I had quite recovered from my
fatigue of the day before, and I went  up into the platform, just as the
second lieutenant  was uttering his daily phrase.”
(PI/PG91/CHXVII/D15).
11. “During the days and weeks that passed, Captain Nemo was very
sparing of his visits. I  seldom saw him. The lieutenant pricked the
ship’s course regularly on the chart, so I could always tell exactly
the route of the Nautilus.” (PI/PG93/CHXVII/D19).
12. “I went up on to platform just as the second lieutenant was taking
the measure   of the horary angles, and waited, according to habbit
till the daily phrase was said. But on this day it was exchanged for
another phrase not less incomprehensible.” (PI/PG126/CHXXII/D22).
13. “Yes, Professor, the sea supplies all my wants. Sometimes I cast
my  nets in tow, and I draw them in ready to break. Sometimes I
hunt in the mids of this element, which appear to be inaccessible to
man, and quarry the game which dwells in my submarine forests. My
flocks, like those of  Neptune’s old shepherds, graze fearlessly in the
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immense prairies of the ocean. I have a vast proverty there, which I
cultivate myself, and which is always sown by the hand of the creator
of all things.”(P53/CX/D7).
14. “In the meantime, a number of  the sailors of the Nautilus, all strong
and healthy men, had came  up onto the flatform. They came to draw
up the nets that had been laid all night.” (PI/PG91/CHXVII/D16).
15. “The fishing ended, the provision of air renewed, I thought that
Nautilus was about to continue its submarine excursion.”
(PI/PG92/CXVII/D18).
16. “by calculating, giving the size of the vessel, which you know, sir, and
consequently the quantity of air it contains, knowing also how much
each man expends at a breath, and comparing these results with the
fact  that the nautilus is obliged to go to the surface every twenty-
four hours.” (PII/PG212/CHXII/D25).
17. “But of  what use is this refuge, captain ? the Nautilus wants no port.”
“No, sir; but it  wants electricity to make it move, and the wherewithal
to  make the electricity-sodium to feed the elements, coal from which
to get the sodium, and the coal-mine to supply the coal.”
“your men follow the trade of miners here, then, captain ?”
“exactly  so. These mine extend under the waves like the mines of
Newcastle. Here, in their diving dresses, pickaxe and shovel in
hand, my men extract the coal, which I do not even ask from the
mine of the earth.” (PII/PG202/CHX/D24).
b. Supportive
1. “Now, permit me to finish what I have to say to you. I know you, M.
Arronax. You and your companions will not, perhaps, have so much to
complain of  in the chance which has bound you to my fate. You will
find among the books which are my favorite study the work which you
have published on the depths of the sea.’ I have often read it. You have
carried out  your work as far as terrestrial science permitted you. But
you do not know all-you have not seen all. Let me tell you then,
Professor, that you will not regret the time passed on board my
vessel. You are going to visit the land of marvels.”
(PI/PG52/CHX/D6)
2. At this instant Captain Nemo appeared on the platform. He saw the
dugong, understood the canadian’s attitude, and, adressing him, said:
“if you held a harpoon just now, Master Land, would it not burn
your hand?”
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“just  so, sir.”
“and you would not be sorry to go back, for one day, to your trade of a
fisherman and to add this cetacean to the list of those you have already
killed?”
“I should not, sir.”
“well, you can  try.”
“Thank you, sir,” said Ned land, his eyes
flaming.(PII/PG167/CHV/D23)
3. “You like the sea, Captain?”
“yes, I love it! The sea is everything. It covers seven tenths of the
terrestrial globe. Its breath is pure and healthy. It is an immense desert,
where man is never lonely, for he feels life stirring on all sides. The
sea is only the  embodiment of a supernatural and wonderfull
existence.”(PI/PG54/CHX/D9).
4. “I see we are begining to understand one onother, sir, ” said the
captain, half smiling. “you begin to see the possibility-I should say
the success of this attempt. That which is possible for an ordinary
vessel is easy to the Nautilus. If a continent lies before the pole, it
must stop before the continent; but if, on the contrary, the pole is
washed by open sea, it will go even to the pole.”
(PII/PG222/CHXIII/D28).
5. “The Nautilus has brought us to Vanikoro?” I asked.
“yes, professor,” said the captain.
“and I can visit the celebrated island where the Boussole and the
Astrolabe struck?”
“if you like, professor.”
“when shall we be there ?”
“we are there now.”(PI/PG98/CHXVIII/D20).
6. “To my great surprize, captain Nemo gave me the permission I
asked for, and he gave it very aggreably, without even exacting from
me a promise to return to the vessel.” (PI/PG107/CHXIX/D21).
c. Participative
1. “Well, sir, what do you think of this ?”
“I think that we are caught, captain.”
“so, M. Arronax, you really think that the Nautilus  cannot disengage
itself?”
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“with difficulty, captain; for the season is already too far advanced for
you to reckon on the breaking of the sea.”(PII/PG222/CHXIII/D27).
2. “only one, it is possible, if the sea exists at the south pole, that it may
be covered; and, consequently, we shall be unable to come to the
surface.”
“good, sir!” but do you forget that Nautilus is armed with a powerful
spur, and could we not send it diagonally against these fields of ice,,
which would open at the shocks?”
“ah! Sir, you are full of ideas today.”(PII/PG223/CHXIII/D29).
3. “Gentlemen,” he said calmly, “there are two ways of dying  in the
circumstances in which we are pleced.” (this puzzling person had the
air of mathematical professor lecturing to his pupils.) “the first is to be
crushed; the second is to die of suffocation. I do not speak of the
possibillity of dying of hunger, for the supply of provisions in the
nautilus will certainly last longer than we shall. Let us, then,
calculating our chances.” (PII/PG240/CHXVI/D30).
d. Achievement Oriented
1. “Yes, indeed, Mr. Naturalist,” he replied; “and we are going tto fight
them, man to beast.”
I looked at him. I thought I had not heard aright.
“Man to beast?” I replied.
“yes, sir,  the screw is stopped. I think that the horny jaws of one of
the cuttlefish is entangled in the blades. That is what prevents our
movings.”
“what are you going to do?”
“rise to the surface, and slaughter this vermin.”
(PII/PG259/CHXVIII/D33)
2. “You have doubtless thought, sir, that I have delayed long in paying
you in this second visit. The reason is that, your identity recognized, I
wished to weight maturely what part to act toward you. I have
hesitated much. Most annoying circumtances have brought you
into the presence of a man who has broken all the ties of
humanity.You have come to trouble my
existence.(PI/PG48/CHX/D2)
3. “Sir,” I replied, begining to get angry in spite of myself, “you abuse
your situation toward us; it is crueltly.”
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“No, sir, it is clemency. You are my prisoners of war. I keep you, when
I could, by a word, plunge you into the depths of the ocean. You
attacked me. You came to surprise a secret which no man in world
must penetrate-the secret of my whole existence. And you think
that I am going to send you back to that world which must know
me? no more, Never ! in retaining you, it is not you whom I guard-it
is myself.”(PI/PG51/CHX/D4)
4. “Professor, I had set up my workshop upon a desert island in the
ocean. There my workmen, that is to say, the brave men that I
instructed and educated, and myself have put together out nautilus.
Then, when the work was finished, fire destroyed all trace of our
procedings on this island, that I could have jumped over if I had
liked.” (P69/CXII/D12)
B. DISCUSSIONS
After write the data in previous section, the researcher discussed the
data based on Robert House Leadership Theory.
Leadership Behavior of Main Character in Jules Verne’s Novel Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
a. Directive
Directive Leadership behavior is very important for organization
mechanism. The leader of a group or organization has responsibility in
giving job orientation toward the subordinates, the leader should let
subordinates know what they expected to do, scheduling and coordinating
every subordinate task, giving the procedure and the rule in organization
or a group. The leader giving guidance to the subordinates if needed and
also tell the work clearly for every subordinates.
Some of directive leadership behaviors of captain Nemo as a
leader in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea novel by Jules Verne
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were analyzed from captain Nemo’s utterances and also from in the first
person over view when describing captain Nemo’s behaviors and
situations in Nautilus submarine.
1. Giving Specific guidance and clarifying policy
“Here, professor, I ought to give you some explanations.
Will you be kind enough to listen  to me?”
He was silent for a few  moment, then he said:
“there is a powerful agent, obedient, rapid, easy, which
comforms to every use, and reigns supreme on board my
vessel. Everything is done by means of it. It lights, warm it,
and is the soul of my mechanical apparatus. Thus agent is
electricity.” (PI/PG60/CHXI/D11)
The statement of captain Nemo above is an effort to give
guidance about electricity as main power in Nautilus Vessel. Captain
Nemo aware that every people in nautilus have the same right as
subordinate. Giving guidance is a directive behavior of a leader and
kind of policy to introduce subordinates with job situation. It is also
create subordinate’s psychological structure and become a motivation
for them to know many things about Nautilus.
2. Rules and Procedures
After rather a long silence, the commander resumed the
conversation.
“I have hesitated,” said he, “but I have thought that my
interest might be reconciled with that pity to which every
human being has a right. You will remain on board my
vessel, since fate has cast you there. You will be free; and,
in exchange for this liberty, I shall only impose one single
condition. Your word of  honor to submit to it will
suffice.”
“Speak, sir,” I answered. “I suppose this condition is one
which a man of honor may accept?”
“yes, sir; it is this: it is possible that certain events,
unforeseen, may oblige me to consign you to your cabins
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for some hours or some days, as the case may be. As I
desire never to use violence, I expect from you, more than
all the others, a passive obdience. In thus acting, I take all
the responsibility: I acquit you entirely, for I make it an
impossibility for you to see what ought not to be seen. Do
you accept this condition?”(PI/PG50/CHX/D3)
In conversation between captain Nemo and M. Arronax
above indicates a directive behavior of Nemo’s Leadership. It shown
in highlited text above when captain Nemo offer a situation as a rule
for M. Arronax, Ned Land and Counsil. Determine a Rule is Leader
domain in directive behavior in order to maintain community’s
stability  and keep the objective of organization. As like Captain
Nemo’s behavior, the rule is an regulation and obligation for being
obeyed for all subordinates. They are free in Nautilus except to see
something that might not to be seen by them as a guest in Nautilus.
Captain Nemo take a directive action for maintaining the Nautilus
existence.
Besides the specific rule, Captain Nemo also applied the
general rules for all subordinates in Nautilus vessel. Thus obligations
are important task to be obeyed by the subordinates in Nautilus.
“The taller of the two, evidently the chief on board, examined
us with great attention, without saying a word; then, turning
to his companion, talked with him in an unknown tongue.
It was a sonorous, harmonious and flexible dialec, the vowels
seeming to admit of very varied accentuation.
Then the other replied by a shake of the head, and added two
or three ferfectly incomprehensible
words.”(PI/PG41/CHVIII/D1)
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The quotation above is form of communication in Nautilus
submarine which used special language in daily conversation, When
M. Arronax, Ned Land and Counsil were surprized and confused with
the flexible dialec of their language, Captain Nemo as Nautilus Leader
has determined directive behavior as rule in using language for
conversation. Every subordinates in the ship must using the unknown
language in every situation. The special language is one strategy of
captain Nemo as Directive behavior when lead his subordinate in
Nautilus to keep the ship confidential
the same condition also can be seen from text below :
Captain Nemo called. A steward appeared. The captain
gave him his orders in that strange language which I did
not understand. Then, turning toward the canadian and
conseil. (PI/PG52/CHX/D5)
“This sailors were evidently of different Nation, although
the European type was visible in all of them. I recognized
some unmistakable  Irismen, Frenchmen, some slavs, and  a
Greek or a Candiote. They were civil, and only used that
odd language among themselves, the origin of which I
could not guess, neither could  I  question them. ”
(PI/PG91/CHXVII/D17).
Both of the text above also describe about the using special
language in Nautilus vessel. Thus can be an evidence that every
subordinate must following this rule. Nobody is permitted to use
language which is used in Land eventhough without Nemo’s
oversight.
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For fortifying the basic of leadership, captain Nemo also
apply rule as directive behavior as shown below “
“I thaked Captain Nemo, and went up to the shelves of the
library. Works on science, morals, and literature abounded in
every language; but I did not see one single work on
political economy; that subject appeared to be strictly
proscribed.” (PI/PG55/CHX/D10).
The text above is M. Arronax statement when he visited the
library. He found many books in many languages but he did not see a
work on political economy, that became an indication the political
discourse or political economy is prohibited in Nautilus submarine.
The condition occured as the reason why captain Nemo decided to
leave the Land which should be better place for every human. the
Nemo’s answer in the text below:
“Upon its surface man still exercise unjust laws, fight,
tear one another to pieces, and be carried away with
terrestrial horrors. But at thirty feet below its level, their
reign ceases, their influence is quenched, and their power
dissappears” (PI/PG54/CHX/D8).
The statement of captain Nemo above is the answer why political
discourse was proscribed in Nautilus submarine. Captain nemo saw
the natural habits of human in Land against one another, practicing
unjust law and using authority power for individual interest. Simply,
captain Nemo have known the main of factor that conditions are
politic and economy system. Politic and economy became a power to
conrtol, to dominate, to authorize others. Captain Nemo believes
political economy system is source of ruination then he forbid political
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economy discourse as directive decision in Nautilus vessel for
creating peaceful world with his subordinates.
3. Scheduling and Coordinating Work
Besides some captain Nemo’s directive behaviors above, there
are also some daily jobs as directive task for every subordinates. That
job is important for existence in Nautilus.
“I was admiring this joyous  rising of the sun, so gay, and so
life-giving, when I heard steps approaching the flatform. I
was prepared to salute Capten Nemo, but it was his second
(whom I had already seen on the captain’s first visit) who
appeared. He advance  on the flatform, not seeming  to see
me. With his powerful glass to his eye, he scanned every
point of the horizon with  great attention. This examination
over, he approached the panel and pronounced a sentence in
exactly these terms. I have  remembered it, for every morning
it was repeated under exactly the  same condition. It was thus
worded:
“nautron respoc lorni virch.” (PI/PG76/CHXIV/D13)
The statement above is about daily job of captain Nemo’s
assistant who always located the direction of Nautilus submarine.
Some statement below are also about the assistant job in every day.
“Five days sped thus, without any change in our situation.
Every morning I mounted the flatform. The same phrase was
pronounced by the same individual. But capten Nemo did
not appear” (PI/PG76/CHXIV/D14)
“The next morning,  November18, I had quite recovered from
my fatigue of the day before, and I went  up into the flatform,
just as the second lieutenant  was uttering his daily
phrase.” (PI/PG91/CHXVII/D15).
The Data 14 and 15 above shown that the assistant always
doing the same job in everyday. the second leutenant every morning
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mounted in flatform to decide the route of nautilus. This daily job is
Directive behavior of captain Nemo in coordinating and scheduling
work for assistant. Some data abaout the assistant job can be seen in
text below :
“During the days and weeks that passed, Captain Nemo was
very sparing of his visits. I  seldom saw him. The second
lieutenant pricked the ship’s course regularly on the
chart, so I could always tell exactly the route of the
Nautilus.” (PI/PG93/CHXVII/D19)
“I went up on to platform just as the second lieutenant was
taking the measure   of the horary angles, and waited,
according to habbit till the daily phrase was said. But on this
day it was exchanged for another phrase not less
incomprehensible.” (PI/PG126/CHXXII/D22).
The text above are still about the assistant job to measure the
location of submarine. Scheduling and coordinating work are also
directive behavior of a leader. Thus like work mechanism for every
subordinates, they have own job and work schedule in Nautilus
submarine and that  is Captain Nemo’s directive authority as Leader.
The other daily job for subordinate are :
“Yes, Professor, the sea supplies all my wants. Sometimes
I cast my  nets in tow, and I draw them in ready to break.
Sometimes I hunt in the mids of this element, which appear to
be inaccessible to man, and quarry the game which dwells in
my submarine forests. My flocks, like those of  Neptune’s old
shepherds, graze fearlessly in the immense prairies of the
ocean. I have a vast proverty there, which I cultivate myself,
and which is always sown by the hand of the creator of all
things.”(P53/CX/D7).
“In the meantime, a number of  the sailors of the Nautilus, all
strong and healthy men, had came  up onto the flatform. They
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came to draw up the nets that had been laid all night.”
(PI/PG91/CHXVII/D16)
In data 7 and 16 above shown the explanation of captain nemo
about the food in Nautilus. Nemo told that in fulfilling food supply his
subordinates sometimes cast nets and hunted in the mids. Nemo
explained that all of them needed is provided by sea. that is directive
behavior of captain nemo in scheduling and coordinating the
subordinates job for preparing food supply in Nautilus submarine.
Prepare food supply is also parts of subordinate job, Captain Nemo has
identify and manage duty for every subordinates.
“The fishing ended, the provision of air renewed, I thought
that Nautilus was about to continue its submarine excursion.”
(PI/PG92/CXVII/D18).
“by calculating, giving the size of the vessel, which you
know, sir, and consequently the quantity of air it contains,
knowing also how much each man expends at a breath, and
comparing these results with the fact  that the nautilus is
obliged to go to the surface every twenty-four hours.”
(PII/PG212/CHXII/D25).
In data 18 and 25 above tell about subordinate daily job to
renew the air of Nautilus vessel. Nautilus should went to surface every
twenty  four hours every day for changing the oxygen supply. Captain
nemo should scheduling and coordinating this job for subordinates for
make the air in Nautilus always fresh and healthy.Air renewing is one
of important job in Nautilus, Captain Nemo as leader should make
directive decision to determine a worker for that role every day.
“But of  what use is this refuge, captain ? the Nautilus wants
no port.”
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“No, sir; but it  wants electricity to make it move, and the
wherewithal to  make the electricity-sodium to feed the
elements, coal from which to get the sodium, and the coal-
mine to supply the coal.”
“your men follow the trade of miners here, then, captain ?”
“exactly  so. These mine extend under the waves like the
mines of Newcastle. Here, in their diving dresses, pickaxe
and shovel in hand, my men extract the coal, which I do
not even ask from the mine of the earth.”
(PII/PG202/CHX/D24)
In data 24 above explains about electricity as power supply in
Nautilus submarine. When they were in Atlantis ocean, captain Nemo
brought Nautilus moved into a lake from mountain eruption in the sea
for extracting sodium elements from coal. This is also directive
behavior of captain Nemo in coordinating his subordinates in doing a
job, in this case extracting the coal for fuel stability of Nautilus
submarine. As submarine vessel, Nautilus need power to move in the
ocean. Captain Nemo as Nautilus creator have known that his vessel is
an  electricity submarine and need massive power to move. So, he
determine that work for subordinate job.
b. Supportive
Supportive behavior aims to create subordinates welfare, giving
support and social satisfaction. Supportive behavior is expected to increase
subordinates performance based on a self confidence not a pressure.
1. Creating friedly and psychologycal support
“Now, permit me to finish what I have to say to you. I know
you, M. Arronax. You and your companions will not,
perhaps, have so much to complain of  in the chance which
has bound you to my fate. You will find among the books
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which are my favorite study the work which you have
published on the depths of the sea.’ I have often read it. You
have carried out  your work as far as terrestrial science
permitted you. But you do not know all-you have not seen
all. Let me tell you then, Professor, that you will not
regret the time passed on board my vessel. You are going
to visit the land of marvels.” (PI/PG52/CHX/D6)
Eventhough Mr. Arronax, Land and council are not members
of nautilus submarine, but they are staying and living in nautilus. They
are still in Captain Nemo’s responsibility as leader in Nautilus vessel.
The statement of Nemo above is a supportive behavior which tried to
give psychological pleasure and satisfaction to subordinates. Captain
Nemo convinced Mr. Arronax and his friends that they would not
regret to join with Nautilus journey. Eventhough Nemo doesn’t let
them to go, but he try to create friendly and pleasure for them as one
of supportive behavior in leadership.
At this instant Captain Nemo appeared on the platform. He
saw the dugong, undestood the canadian’s attitude, and,
adressing him, said:
“if you held a harpoon just now, Master Land, would it
not burn your hand?”
“just  so, sir.”
“and you would not be sorry to go back, for one day, to your
trade of a fisherman and to add this cetacean to the list of
those you have already killed?”
“I should not, sir.”
“well, you can  try.”
“Thank you, sir,” said Ned land, his eyes
flaming.(PII/PG167/CHV/D23).
The data above tells about Captain Nemo’s statement when he
saw Ned Land looked at cetacean in the sea. Captain Nemo knows Ned
Land desirability at that time, as a harpooner, Ned Land wanted to kill
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the cetacean. Captain Nemo shown supportive for Ned Land and give
him chance  for creating psychological support.
2. Source of self confidence
“You like the sea, Captain?”
“yes, I love it! The sea is everything. It covers seven tenths
of the terrestrial globe. Its breath is pure and healthy. It is an
immense desert, where man is never lonely, for he feels life
stirring on all sides. The sea is only the  embodiment of a
supernatural and wonderful existence.”(PI/PG54/CHX/D9).
The statement of captain Nemo above is a source of self
confidence for subordinates. When the leader always show his self
confidence that will become a subordinate’s self confidence support in
working. As like personal opinion of Captain Nemo about the sea
above, The sea itself not always a terrible but sometimes its a very
wonderful place as like Nemo said.
“I see we are begining to understand one onother, sir, ” said
the captain, half smiling. “you begin to see the possibility-I
should say the success of this attempt. That which is
possible for an ordinary vessel is easy to the Nautilus. If a
continent lies before the pole, it must stop before the
continent; but if, on the contrary, the pole is washed by open
sea, it will go even to the pole.” (PII/PG222/CHXIII/D28).
The statement above tells about Captain Nemo’s explanation
when Nautilus stucked in iceberg. Captain Nemo always give support
to subordinates even in the bad situation. He convinced the
subordinates that the Nautilus will success across the iceberg, that
make subordinates always have self confidence in facing the problem.
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3. Social satisfaction
“The Nautilus has brought us to Vanikoro?” I asked.
“yes, professor,” said the captain.
“and I can visit the celebrated island where the Boussole
and the Astrolabe struck?”
“if you like, professor.”
“when shall we be there ?”
“we are there now.”(PI/PG98/CHXVIII/D20).
The quotation above shown about supportive behavior of
captain Nemo to subordinates in giving chance to visit their want.
Professor Arronax fells happy with his decision, he want to visit
Vanikoro and Captain Nemo give his chance as supportive behavior in
creating satisfaction for subordinates. Nemo has Given social
satisfaction which can reduce stress and unhappy situation That also
shown friendly and psychological support.
“To my great surprise, captain Nemo gave me the
permission I asked for, and he gave it very aggreably,
without even exacting from me a promise to return to the
vessel.” (PI/PG107/CHXIX/D21).
The statement above show about the reaction of Mr. Arronax
when he asked Captain Nemo to visit the papua Land. Captain Nemo
gave positive respond to them as a supportive behavior for
subordinates. The positive respond of Captain Nemo can meke
subordinates satisfy.
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c. Participative
Participative behavior of the leaders is an action in engaging the
subordinates. Such as like taking subordinates opinion and entangling
subordinates in making a decision.
1. Taking opinion and suggestion
“Well, sir, what do you think of this ?”
“I think that we are caught, captain.”
“so, M. Arronax, you really think that the Nautilus  cannot
disengage itself?”
“with difficulty, captain; for the season is already too far
advanced for you to reckon on the breaking of the
sea.”(PII/PG222/CHXIII/D27).
The text above tells about participative behavior of captain
Nemo when Nautilus was caught by the iceberg. He asked opinion to
Mr. Arronax about their condition. Captain nemo needed to know
what his subordinates opinion when their vessel faced the big problem
and what their suggestion to escape from that problem. Captain nemo
participative leadership behavior above is prove his interest in
subordinates participation. Captain Nemo aware that every opinion
and suggestion from followers sometimes are very important to
consider for policy.
“only one, it is possible, if the sea exists at the south pole,
that it may be covered; and, consequently, we shall be
unable to come to the surface.”
“good, sir!” but do you forget that Nautilus is armed with a
powerful spur, and could we not send it diagonally against
these fields of ice,, which would open at the shocks?”
“ah! Sir, you are full of ideas today.”
(PII/PG223/CHXIII/D29).
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In the highlight text above shown the respond of Captain
Nemo when he asked to Mr. Arronax about some possibilities for
them to escape from the iceberg. The leader sometimes is dilemma,
the leader sometimes need consideration before take a conclusion, and
captain Nemo has shown it as his participative behavior in text above
to stabilize his choice. That statement also explain the good relation
between leader and subordinates. Captain Nemo as a leader still need
opinion from his subordinates for taking the better action.
2. Influence of decision making.
“Gentlemen,” he said calmly, “there are two ways of dying
in the circumstances in which we are pleced.” (this puzzling
person had the air of mathematical professor lecturing to his
pupils.) “the first is to be crushed; the second is to die of
suffocation. I do not speak of the possibility of dying of
hunger, for the supply of provisions in the nautilus will
certainly last longer than we shall. Let us, then, calculating
our chances.” (PII/PG240/CHXVI/D30).
The statement above explain about captain nemo’s
participative behavior to invite all of subordinates in Nautilus
submarine to participate in finding way out from iceberg. In this case,
Captain Nemo saw the dangerous condition of Nautilus and He cannot
safe the vessel by himself. The participation of subordinates are very
important for solving the big problem. Captain Nemo looks difficult to
take decision without subordinates influence. He said “let us”, he open
the biggest subordinates change for making togetherness conclusion.
Captain Nemo need subordinate’s aggrement for his decision.
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d. Achievement Oriented
Achievement Oriented behavior is behavior directed toward
encouraging performance excellence, setting challenging goal and seeking
improvement. This behavior is asserted to cause subordinates to strive for
higher standards of performance and to have more confidence in their
ability.
1. Encouraging Performance Excellence
Yes, indeed, Mr. Naturalist,” he replied; “and we are going to
fight them, man to beast.” I looked at him. I thought I had not
heard aright.
“Man to beast?” I replied.
“yes, sir,  the screw is stopped. I think that the horny jaws
of one of the cuttlefish is entangled in the blades. That is
what prevents our moving.”
“what are you going to do?”
“rise to the surface, and slaughter this vermin.”
(PII/PG259/CHXVIII/D33)
The text above shown how captain Nemo did the best
performance to take decision for achieving the orientation of Nautilus
submarine. When nautilus crossed the ocean for conquering the south
pole, Nautilus was stopped by Cuttlefish, the submarine couldn’t
move normally.  The captain saw there is no other way to pulled off
the Cuttlefish’s jews in the blades except fight them. Finally, the
Nemo take a brave choice to fight the Cuttlefish on the Deck.
Captain Nemo shown his behavior to encourage performance
exelence he shown his ability to lead for achieving orientation. As a
leader, captain Nemo knows when he should take the best
performance. For encouraging performance excellence he doesn’t
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need subordinates opinion or suggestion but he take his best action as
leader in specified condition for maintaining the mission and
achieving orientation. The leader should be able to read condition or
situation and identify it for taking the next action.
The Nautilus condition at the text above need a performance
excellence from the leader and captain Nemo show it. Fast and handy,
he take a single choice namely fight cuttlefish to escape from
cuttlefish’s jews and continue the journey for conquering the south
pole as one of Nautilus orientation.
2. Setting challenging goals
“You have doubtless thought, sir, that I have delayed long in
paying you in this second visit. The reason is that, your
identity recognized, I wished to weight maturely what part to
act toward you. I have hesitated much. Most annoying
circumtances have brought you into the presence of a man
who has broken all the ties of humanity.You have come to
trouble my existence.(PI/PG48/CHX/D2)
The text above explain about Captain Nemo’s behavior to
subjected the new people in Nautilus submarine. He consider that the
new people can be a challenge for achieving the goals if taking an
action without heading the rules. Moreover Mr. Arronax. Ned Land
and Counsil are come from the land, it will be dangerous if they report
about the Nautilus Submarine existence.
“Sir,” I replied, begining to get angry in spite of myself, “you
abuse your situation toward us; it is crueltly.”
“No, sir, it is clemency. You are my prisoners of war. I keep
you, when I could, by a word, plunge you into the depths of
the ocean. You attacked me. You came to surprise a secret
which no man in world must penetrate-the secret of my
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whole existence. And you think that I am going to send
you back to that world which must know me? no more,
Never ! in retaining you, it is not you whom I guard-it is
myself.”(PI/PG51/CHX/D4).
The Data 5 above tells about Captain Nemo’s ways in
maintaining the Nautilus existence from danger. The people from land
are one of the challenge for Nautilus existence in the ocean, so every
people who have seen the Nautilus and know the secret of Nautilus
should be arrested for keeping the Nautilus peacefulness. One of the
Nautilus goal is keeping away from the Land and Human from Land.
This is the reason why Captain Nemo take Mr. Arronax, Ned Land
and Counsil as a prisoner.
“Professor, I had set up my workshop upon a desert island in
the ocean. There my workmen, that is to say, the brave men
that I instructed and educated, and myself have put together
out nautilus. Then, when the work was finished, fire
destroyed all trace of our procedings on this island, that I
could have jumped over if I had liked.” (P69/CXII/D12).
The captain Nemo’s statement above explain about a setting
challenging goals behavior for keeping Nautilus’s secret. Captain
Nemo does not want anybody know the Nautilus existence in the
ocean, after the workmen finised the job, Captain Nemo destroyed all
trace of procedings in order to keep life of Nautilus submarine.
Base on data analysis above, directive leadership is a dominant in
captain Nemo’s  behavior as a leader in Nautilus vessel because most of the
captain and the subordinate activities occurred in a vessel, every orders from
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captain Nemo have been coordinated with subordinates directly and all of
subordinates have known their each job. Such as in giving guidance and
clarifying policy, giving rules and procedures even scheduling work have been
known by subordinates. That’s way, directive behavior of captain Nemo
become dominant than the other behaviors in this novel. Whereas the other
leadership behaviors only appear when nautilus faced a problem in ocean.
Moreover, captain Nemo is a mysterious an uncommunicative character so
supportive, participative, and achievement oriented uncommon we found in
this novel.
Several leadership behavior which shown Nemo’s characters are he is
a wise man an also consisten in giving rules, he knows how to motivate
subordinates and how to determine a policy for maintaining Nautilus vessel.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION
In this chapter, consist of conclusion and suggestion. The researcher give
conclusion about the finding data namely leadership behavior of main character in
Jules Verne’s Novel Twenty  Thousand Leagues Under The Sea and then give
suggestion.
A. Conclussion
After analyzing the findings data in previous chapter, the researcher
concluded that leadership style of main character in twenty thousand leagues
under the sea novel by Jules Verne based on Robert House leadership theory
consist of 4 leadership behavior, they are directive, supportive, participative
and achievement oriented. In the findings and discussion chapter, Captain
Nemo’s leadership style is dominated by Directive Behavior such as giving
guidance, determine the rules, and also setting schedule and coordinating work
for subordinates. Directive behaviors of captain Nemo in the novel have
advantage for keeping stability and security of Nautilus vessel. The second is
supportive behavior, this behavior has motivated and supported Nautilus
subordinates in working succesfully. The third is participative behavior, this
behavior success to buld a good relation between Leader and subordinates.
And the last is achievement oriented behavior. Captain nemo has shown his
ability as a leader to identify the challenge and how to handle it and achieve
their goal to qonquere the south pole.
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B. Suggestion
This research is only reveal the leadership style of captain Nemo as
main character in Jules Verne’s Novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea based on Robert House’s theory still needed the deepen research for
revealing the tendency of Captain Nemo’s leadership style by using another
theories and comparing them to enrich the data about Captain Nemo’s
leadership behavior.
In analyzing the Novel, specially about leadership aspect the
researcher suggest:
a. The researcher hopes, for the next research about leadership style
especially in anovel is more considering the suitability of leadership theory
and the leadership aspects in novel.
b. The researcher hopes, for all the readers of this research get knowledge
and new information about leadership, leadership Theories, Leadership
Style and Captain Nemo’s leadership style itself.
c. The researcher hopes, this research has advantages for scientific and
knowledge in the future.
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